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 The first time I saw “Point Break” was a few months ago. I had heard of the film before, but had never actually seen it, and was curious to find out what people have been saying about it for a long time. It was clear this film had a lot of potential, but the people behind it were making it difficult to get into. After a slow start, the action picks up when Keanu Reeves joins the team, and suddenly it
becomes clear that this is the film I have been waiting for. In the end, I was completely mesmerized and was ready to see it again and again. So today I was incredibly excited when I learned that this film was officially released today on blu-ray. Plot: Point Break is a remake of the 1991 classic Point Break. This action thriller is about a young undercover FBI agent who infiltrates a gang of thieves and
corrupt cops who share a common interest in extreme sports. Review: “Point Break” is a film that offers something for everyone. It has top-notch action, gorgeous visuals, and excellent editing. The action scenes are extremely violent, and an homage to the real life “Point Break”. All the action scenes are extremely well-edited, showing the action in every moment, and never losing interest, nor any of
the suspense or tension. The opening sequence is one of the best in a long time. Keanu Reeves plays the undercover agent Jake Lonergan. He is recruited by the FBI to work in an undercover operation to infiltrate a group of crooks who share a common interest in extreme sports. A life-threatening experience in the line of duty prompts Jake to do a 180° turn on his career. Jake joins a group of young
thieves who are willing to go to any extreme to earn their money. Jake discovers that they are willing to do anything to make money, even the wrong thing. This film also has a stellar cast. Everybody seems to have their part in the film, and the film relies on the rest of the cast as well as the director and writers to make it feel real. Everybody brings their own personal style and charisma to the film, and

it is clear they all had fun making this movie. “Point Break” is the first major film project of the director “John McTiernan” (The Hunt for Red October, Predator, Die Hard, Last Action Hero). It also has a stellar writer, Peter 82157476af
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